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Acronyms and abbreviations 

 

C19RM Covid-19 Response Mechanism 

IAASB International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board 

IAIG Internal Audit and Investigations Group 

IP Implementing Partner 

IPSAS International Public Sector Accounting Standards 

OC Operations Centre 

PC Project Centre 

RO Regional Office 

UNDP United Nations Development Programme 

UNOPS United Nations Office for Project Services 

US$ United States Dollars 
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Executive summary 

The engagement context 

The Internal Audit and Investigations Group (IAIG) of the United Nations Office for Project Services 
(UNOPS), through BDO LLP (“the audit firm”), conducted an audit of the project ‘C19RM – RAI3E’ (“the 
project”) (oneUNOPS project ID 20864-008, work package 20864-008-13), which is implemented and 
managed by UNOPS Myanmar. The audit firm was under the general supervision by IAIG in conformance 
with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. 
 
The project reported expenditure amounting to US$ 7,778,380 during the period from 1 January to 31 
December 2021. 

Audit objectives 

The overall objective of the audit was to assess the management of the project operations to obtain 
reasonable assurance towards the achievement of the project objectives.  

The areas of focus included:  

a) Effective, efficient and economical use of resources;  

b) Reliability of reporting; 

c) Safeguarding of assets; and  

d) Compliance with applicable legislation. 

The purpose of the audit was to provide reasonable assurance that: 

a) Client/donor contributions and project expenditure are properly accounted for; 

b) Project expenditure was incurred in accordance with the contribution agreement, and is 
supported by adequate documentation; and 

c) The related financial statements prepared by UNOPS for the year under review present a fair 
view of the operations. 

In particular, the audit firm provided an overall assessment of the operational and internal control systems 
that are in place for the management of the project so that related transactions are processed in accordance 
with UNOPS policies and procedures to achieve the project’s objectives. 

Audit scope 

The audit firm conducted the audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing issued by the 
IAASB and UNOPS internal audit practices, and in consideration of the requirements of International Public 
Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).  

Audit rating  

Based on the audit report and corresponding management letter submitted by the audit firm, IAIG assessed 
the management of the project as partially satisfactory (some improvement needed) which means “The 
assessed governance arrangements, risk management practices and controls were generally established 
and functioning, but need some improvement. Issues identified by the audit do not significantly affect the 
achievement of the objectives of the audited entity/area”. The details of the audit results are presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1: Summary results of the financial audit 

Project title Period Project no. 

C19RM – RAI3E 
1 January to 31 
December 2021 

20864-008, work 
package 20864-008-

13 

Financial statement Statement of non-expendable property 

Amount US$ Opinion Amount US$ Opinion 

7,778,380 Unmodified 1,367 Unmodified 

Table 2: Internal control rating summary for project 

Rating summary by functional area 

Functional area Rating 

Project management Satisfactory  

Finance Partially satisfactory  
(some improvement needed) 

 

Procurement and supply chain Satisfactory  

Human resources  Satisfactory  

General administration Satisfactory  

Overall rating of internal control Partially satisfactory  
(some improvement needed) 

 

Key issues and recommendations   

The audit raised three issues. There are three recommendations, all of which are ranked medium priority, 
meaning “Action is considered necessary to avoid exposure to significant risks (that is, where failure to take 
action could result in significant consequences).” 
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Below is a list of the audit findings, further details of which can be found in the detailed assessment section.  
 

No
. 

Functional area Audit finding title Priority rating 
(high / medium) 

Financial 
impact (US$) 

1 Finance Misallocation of expenditure 
between programmes 

Medium (849,801) 

2 Finance Error in financial reporting – 
allocation journal 

Medium (414,373) 

3 Finance Error in financial reporting – indirect 
costs 

Medium - 

Total (understatement) (1,264,174) 

Management’s comments  

The Programme Support Officer accepted all recommendations.  
 
 
 
Signed: 
 

 
 
Robert Waters 
Partner 
BDO LLP 
 
18 October 2022
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Operational overview  

The Global Fund provides financing for TB, HIV, Malaria and COVID-19 activities in Myanmar through 
UNOPS in Myanmar as a Principal Recipient (PR). The current funding cycle is from January 2021 to 
December 2023.  

UNOPS has evolved a cascading model approach for implementing the activities in the programme. Under 
this model funds are received centrally by UNOPS, as PR, activities are undertaken by the PR and Sub-
Recipients (SR) in close association with the PR, while funding for the activities is handled by UNOPS.  

The audit team extends its appreciation to the management and staff members of the UNOPS office in 
Myanmar for their full cooperation during the audit.  
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Detailed assessment 

1. Title:  Misallocation of expenditure between programmes 

Functional area: Finance  

Comparison 
criteria: 

Rule 116.04 of UNOPS Financial Regulations and Rules (EOD.ED.2017.04) 
states that “Transfer of allocations between the budgets of different projects, 
whether or not such projects are funded by the same funding source, shall not 
be permitted without the prior written authorization of said funding source, 
unless stated otherwise in the project agreement”. 

The regulations define allocations as “the financial authorization issued by the 
Executive Director to incur expenses and commitments for specific project 
activities and within limits defined in the project agreement, during a definite 
period”. 

Priority: Medium 

Cause: Resources  Lack of or insufficient resources  

Responsible 
manager: 

ARHC Programme Support Officer      

Due date: 31 December 2022 

Financial impact: (849,801) 

Facts / 
observation:  

We noted that UNOPS had funding under the RAI3E (Malaria) disease 
allocation, and that additional funding for the Covid-19 response mechanism 
(C19RM) was initially provided under the same programme. C19RM costs were 
initially recorded against the RAI3E project code in oneUNOPS, before being 

journalled onto the new C19RM code (project 20864-008, work package 20864-

008-013) once this was set up in the accounting system.  

However, we noted that some C19RM costs were not transferred to the new 
code during 2021 and adjustments were instead processed in February and 
May 2022. This means that the financial statement for RAI3E (20864-007) as at 
31 December 2021 is overstated, and the financial statement for C19RM 
(20864-008) is understated by the same amount. 

Details are provided in the table below: 

Account Account Description Amount relating to C19RM (US$) 

58005 Foreign ExchTransaction Gain  (7,731)  

71210 CMDC_UNOPS Supervised ICA 43  
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72105 Svc Co-Construction & Engineer 10,000  

72235 Medical Products 810,895  

72620 Acquis of Computer Hardware 1,523  

72630 Inform Technology Supplies 30  

75305 Stationery & other Office Supp 51  

75720 Land Storage&Handling charges 2,301  

78015 Foreign Exch Transaction Loss 4  

Total 817,116  

In addition, these costs accrued fees at 4%, totalling US$ 32,685, which is also 
considered to be under-stated in 2021. The total understatement for C19RM in 
2021 is therefore US$ 849,801.  

We note that this issue was also identified by UNOPS and presented in their 
reconciliation process. Further, the financial report submitted to Global Fund for 
2021 combined the RAI3E and C19RM projects. 

Impact: The financial statement for RAI3E (20864-007) at 31 December 2021 is 
overstated by US$ 849,801     , and the financial statement for C19RM (20864-
008) is understated by the same amount. 

Recommendation: The project and finance teams should ensure that costs are allocated against 
the correct      project codes.  

Management reply 
and action plan: 

The GF change their format template for the reporting of C19RM (a specific AFR 
was created), so UNOPS PR decided to create a new project in oU to facilitate 
the reporting and had to reallocate the C19RM transactions to the correct 
project. These transactions were identified by UNOPS PR during the 
preparation of the GF report and then the proper adjustment was done in the 
PUDR. However as the books are closed for the field offices at 20th of January, 
it was not possible for UNOPS PR to made these adjustments in 2021 books 
(report is done in February) - then these adjustments in UNOPS books were 
done in 2022 as indicated by auditors.  

At the project level there is no impact of recording the transaction in different 
fiscal years as the life cycle of the project covers the full three years. In summary 
there is a misalignment between the reporting period 2021 and the fiscal period 
2021 that from the project finance point of view does not impact the reporting to 
the client (GF). ARHC and FG are working to find ways to address the 
complexity of the reporting of grant projects and to find solution to avoid 
recurring finding on incorrect project annual financial statement.      
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2. Title:  Error in financial reporting – allocation journal 

Functional area: Finance  

Comparison 
criteria: 

Rule 116.04 of UNOPS Financial Regulations and Rules (EOD.ED.2017.04) 
states that “Transfer of allocations between the budgets of different projects, 
whether or not such projects are funded by the same funding source, shall not 
be permitted without the prior written authorization of said funding source, 
unless stated otherwise in the project agreement”. 

The regulations define allocations as “the financial authorization issued by the 
Executive Director to incur expenses and commitments for specific project 
activities and within limits defined in the project agreement, during a definite 
period”. 

Priority: Medium 

Cause: Human error  Un-intentional mistakes committed by staff 
entrusted to perform assigned functions 

Responsible 
manager: 

ARHC Programme Support Officer      

Due date: 31 December 2022 

Financial impact: (414,373) 

Facts / 
observation:  

As noted in Finding No. 1, we observed that UNOPS had funding under the 
RAI3E (Malaria) disease allocation, and that additional funding for the Covid-19 
response mechanism (C19RM) was initially      provided under the same 
programme. C19RM costs were initially recorded against the RAI3E project 
code in oneUNOPS, before being journalled onto the new C19RM code (project 
20864-006, work package 20864-008-013) once this was set up in the 
accounting system.  

However, we noted that an error was made in one of these allocation journals. 
Although the intention was to move the expenditure from RAI3E to C19RM, the 
debits and credits were entered the opposite way around, so the adjustment 
increased the expenditure recorded against RAI3E and raised negative 
expenditure under C19RM. 

This means that the financial statement for RAI3E (20864-007) as at 31 
December 2021 is overstated, and the financial statement for C19RM (20864-
008) is understated by the same amount. 

Details are provided in the table below: 

Account Debit 007-09 Credit 008-13 Text 

72235  359,140  (359,140)  "To move C19RM related 
expenditure from 20864-007 to 
20864-008_VR600020400" 
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75720  659  (659)  
 

75720  363  (363)  
 

75720  129  (129)  
 

72105  5,000  (5,000)  
 

72235  33,145  (33,145)  

Total 398,436 (398,436)   

In addition, these costs accrued fees at 4%, totalling US$ 15,937 which is also 
considered to be under-stated in 2021. The total understatement for C19RM in 
2021 is therefore US$ 414,373.  

We note that this issue was also identified by UNOPS and a correcting journal 
was posted to reverse this error in 2022. Further, the financial report submitted 
to Global Fund for 2021 combined the RAI3E and C19RM projects. 

Impact: The financial statement for RAI3E (20864-007) at 31 December 2021 is 
overstated by US$ 414,373, and the financial statement for C19RM (20864-008) 
is understated by the same amount. 

Recommendation: The project and finance teams should ensure that costs are allocated against 
the correct project codes.  

When journals are posted a specific check should be undertaken and 

documented to ensure that costs are being moved to and from the correct codes 
and that debits and credits are posted correctly.  

Management reply 

and action plan: 

As explained in the previous findings, UNOPS PR decided to create a new 
project in oU to facilitate the reporting and had to reallocate the C19RM 
transactions to the correct project. Unfortunately the adjustments done in the 
2021 books were not correct. This was identified during the preparation of the 
PUDR in late January/beginning of Feb 2022. The PUDR 2021 is correct, but 
as the books are closed for the field offices at 20th of January, it was not 
possible for UNOPS PR to made these adjustments in 2021 books (report is 
done in February) - then these adjustments in UNOPS books were done in 2022 

as indicated by auditors.           

At the project level there is no impact of recording the transaction in different 
fiscal years as the life cycle of the project covers the full three years. In summary 
there is a misalignment between the reporting period 2021 and the fiscal period 
2021 that from the project finance point of view does not impact the reporting to 
the client (GF). ARHC and FG are working to find ways to address the 
complexity of the reporting of grant projects and to find solutions      to avoid 
recurring findings      on incorrect project annual financial statements     . 
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3. Title:  Error in financial reporting – indirect costs 

Functional area: Finance  

Comparison 
criteria: 

Rule 116.04 of UNOPS Financial Regulations and Rules (EOD.ED.2017.04) 
states that “Transfer of allocations between the budgets of different projects, 
whether or not such projects are funded by the same funding source, shall not 
be permitted without the prior written authorization of said funding source, 
unless stated otherwise in the project agreement”. 

UNOPS Financial Regulations and Rules (EOD.ED.2017.04) define indirect 
costs as “costs incurred by the management and administration of the 
organization in furtherance of UNOPS activities and policies. Such costs are 
charged to projects through a management fee specified in the project 
agreement”. 

Priority: Medium 

Cause: Human error  Un-intentional mistakes committed by staff 
entrusted to perform assigned functions 

Responsible 
manager: 

ARHC Programme Support Officer      

Due date: 31 December 2022 

Financial impact: - 

Facts / 
observation:  

UNOPS record indirect costs in oneUNOPS by assigning a fee percentage to 
the cost type. We noted that, for certain disbursements, the fee percentage was 
set up in oneUNOPS as 0% when in fact the cost types should have accrued 
indirect costs at either 1% or 6.5%. As a result, the indirect costs in relation to 
the relevant transactions are understated. 

Details are provided in the table below, in relation to voucher 600020832: 

Work_Package  Account Amount (US$) Correct NOC 
FEE% 

Adjusted fee 
(US$) 

 MAM  72305  1,429,683  6.5%  92,929  

 MCC   72305  3,148  6.5%  205  

 MHAA   72305  135,393  6.5%  8,801  

 MMA  72305  123,142  6.5%  8,004  

 MRCS  72305  33,489  6.5%  2,177  

 SCI  72305  3,959,430  1.0%  39,594  
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 SMRU : 72305  402,120  6.5%  26,138  

 UNION  72305  506,306  6.5%  32,910  

Total 6,592,712  210,758  

However, as the fees are recorded against the relevant SR work-package in 
oneUNOPS (as detailed in the table above) there is no financial impact on the 
expenditure amount reported by UNOPS under work package 20864-008-13, 
which is the subject of this audit.  

Impact: The financial statements      for C19RM (work packages as detailed above) at 
31 December 2021 are understated for the omitted fees. There is no financial 
impact on the expenditure amount reported by UNOPS under work package 
20864-008-13, which is the subject of this audit. 

Recommendation: UNOPS should ensure that the correct fee percentage is allocated to each 
transaction type in oneUNOPS.  

We note that UNOPS did identify and correct these errors but as the correction 
was posted in 2022 the error remains in the financial statement as at the 
reporting date 31 December 2021. Ideally the process to detect and correct 
errors should take place whilst the accounting records are still open for 
adjustments; otherwise, a manual adjustment could be processed to ensure that 
the financial statement is accurate.  

Management reply 

and action plan: 

This issue was identified by UNOPS PR during the preparation of the GF report 
and then the proper adjustment was done in the PUDR. However as the books 
are closed for the field offices at 20th of January, it was not possible for UNOPS 
PR to made these adjustments in 2021 books (report is done in February and 
this issue was identified in late January) - then these adjustments in UNOPS 
books were done in 2022 as indicated by auditors     . 

At the project level there is no impact of recording the transaction in different 
fiscal years as the life cycle of the project covers the full three years. In summary 
there is a misalignment between the reporting period 2021 and the fiscal period 
2021 that from the project finance point of view does not impact the reporting to 
the client (GF). ARHC and FG are working to find ways to address the 
complexity of the reporting of grant projects and to find solutions      to avoid 
recurring findings      on incorrect project annual financial statements     . 
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Annex I - Definitions 

Standard audit ratings for overall performance of internal control system 

Effective 1 January 2017, the internal audit services of UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF, UNOPS and WFP adopted 
harmonized audit rating definitions, as described below. IAIG assesses the entity under review as a whole 
as well as the specific audit areas within the audited entity:   

(a) satisfactory (effective),  

(b) partially satisfactory (some improvement needed),  

(c) partially satisfactory (major improvement needed), and 

(c) unsatisfactory (ineffective). 

The elements of the rating system take into account the audited office’s internal control system, risk 
management practices, and their impact on the achievement of office objectives. 

The definitions of the ratings are, as follows: 

Standard rating Definition 

Satisfactory  

(effective) 

The assessed governance arrangements, risk management 
practices and controls were adequately established and functioning 
well. Issues identified by the audit, if any, are unlikely to affect the 
achievement of the objectives of the audited entity/area. 

Partially satisfactory  

(some improvement needed) 

The assessed governance arrangements, risk management 
practices and controls were generally established and functioning, 
but need some improvement. Issues identified by the audit do not 
significantly affect the achievement of the objectives of the audited 
entity/area. 

Partially satisfactory  

(major improvement needed) 

The assessed governance arrangements, risk management 
practices and controls were established and functioning, but need 
major improvement. Issues identified by the audit could significantly 
affect the achievement of the objectives of the audited entity/area. 

Unsatisfactory  

(ineffective) 

The assessed governance arrangements, risk management 
practices and controls were either not adequately established or not 
functioning well. Issues identified by the audit could seriously 
compromise the achievement of the objectives of the audited entity. 
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Categories for priorities of audit recommendations 

The audit observations are categorized according to the priority of the audit recommendations and the 
possible causes of the issues. The categorized audit observation provides a basis by which the UNOPS 
country office management is to address the issues. 

The following categories of priorities are used: 

Categories Definition 

High Prompt action is considered imperative to ensure that UNOPS is not exposed 
to high risks (that is, where failure to take action could result in critical or major 
consequences for the organization). 

Medium Action is considered necessary to avoid exposure to significant risks (that is, 
where failure to take action could result in significant consequences). 

Low Action is considered desirable and should result in enhanced control or better 
value for money.  

 
Possible causes  

The following categories of possible causes are used: 
 

● Guidelines: absence of written procedures to guide staff in performing their functions; 

o Lack of or inadequate corporate policies or procedures 

o Lack of or inadequate RO/OC/PC policies or procedures 

o Inadequate planning 

o Inadequate risk management processes 

o Inadequate management structure 

● Guidance: inadequate or lack of supervision by supervisors; 

o Lack of or inadequate guidance or supervision at the RO/OC/PC level 

o Inadequate oversight by Headquarters  

● Resources: insufficient resources (funds, skill, staff) to carry out an activity or function; 

o Lack of or insufficient resources (financial, human, or technical resources) 

o Inadequate training 

● Human error: Un-intentional mistakes committed by staff entrusted to perform assigned functions;  

● Intentional: intentional overriding of internal controls; 

● Other: Factors beyond the control of UNOPS. 

 


